
Client
Schneider Electric France -
Bouygues Immobilier
Program
Construction of offices for the Head
of Innovation and marketing
services (1 350 persons), of
Schneider Electric, in the scientific
cluster the "Presqu'Ile" in Grenoble.
Selection method
Private competition

Team
Groupe-6 (Architect, Lead consultant) -
WSP (Engineering) - Groupe-6 (Quantity
surveying) - Greenaffair (HQE) - H3C
Énergies (HQE) - STUDIOS (Interiors) - AIM
Ingénierie (BIM Management, Execution)

Competition
2015
Completion
2020
Surface area
25,000 m²

Capacity
Staff: 1350 people
Location
Grenoble

Head of Innovation offices,
Schneider Electric,
Grenoble



A major building housing the Innovation department of
Schneider Electric, this Groupe-6 project is located on the
Presqu’île Scientifique, the new science cluster which,
combining quality of life, economic performance, and
academic and scientific excellence, is already home to
some major public and private organisations. It strongly
asserts its identity thanks to its outstanding design. Its
meticulously designed body is covered in a precious skin
of bronze-coloured anodised aluminium, highlighting the
prestige and excellence of the organisation it houses. Its
four blocks set in a square along the Avenue des Martyrs
buzz with activity at ground level; their unifying façades
express an egalitarian approach to the offices inside and
provide no clues to the diversity of the interior spaces,

giving a striking overall impression.  A riverside park
contained within and protected by the complex is
designed to be used by staff. The floor plans combine
open-space areas and individual offices in a range of
dynamic and flexible layouts. Large staircases on the
façade overlooking the park form a vertical “main street”
acting as the core of life in the company. Around the
stairs, which provide opportunities for staff members to
meet informally—important for innovation—are the
meeting rooms and relaxation areas.
BEPOS, LEED Platinum, 100% BIM
See also : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcBp7kDVxA0
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